CODART VIJFTIEN Brussels

Walking tour Art Nouveau with Prof. Dr. Werner Adriaenssens

**Group 1 13:30-15:00**
Group 1 starts at point B at 13:30. At 13:10 Ida Peters of CODART walks to this point from the Aqua Hotel (congress hotel; point A). The tour ends at point C, the Horta Museum. This gives you the opportunity to visit the museum on your own after the walk. On the map below you will find your way back to the congress hotel. Make sure you are back on time for the opening reception at 17:00 in the BELvue Museum.

**Group 2 15:00-16:30**
Group 2 starts at point C, the Horta Museum and ends at the Aqua Hotel, point A. Ida Peters of CODART will leave at 14:40 from the congress hotel to point C. Another option is that you walk to the museum yourself. This gives you the possibility to visit the museum beforehand on your own. The museum is open from 14:00.

**Info Horta Museum**
open from 14:00-17:30hrs
entrance fee: € 7,